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Staff wearing headscarves in a public nursery. Baby jesus doesn’t seem to mind. Photo: courtesy of Manuel Valls (2nd from left)

Surviving Christmas with your family

H

ere we are, it’s that time of the
year again. You’ve struggled until the very last moment to buy
and wrap all the presents, and it looks
like you finally managed to tie that last
bow. Not sure your cousin will like that
cheap cologne you got him, but it was all
you could think of, and he always gives
you crappy presents anyway. You tried to
wrap everything nicely, like they do in
the stores, binding corners and hiding the
pieces of tape. That one you just finished
seems to have more tape than wrapping
paper and you can still see some parts
of the toy. You’ll just blame it on Santa.

The meat is in the oven, your dad is setting the table, kids are running around
and family members will be here anytime
now. The fake Christmas tree twinkles
impassively, overflowing with shininess.
You’re starting to relax, sitting by the
fireplace, opening your beloved Mariner,
eager to read yet another fine piece of
journalism. The radio starts playing Jingle
Bells - that song has been stuck in your
head for days - but you don’t really mind.
You are feeling good, looking forward to
a nice dinner and some exciting presents.
The Christmas spirit is slowly taking over
you, when a question strikes: how well
prepared are you?

by Alex Herpe, M1 FLE

In a few minutes an army of people you
haven’t seen in a year will take over your
house and start asking questions about
you, your studies, and your love life. The
kids will start fighting, or worse: they
will talk to you. “When can we open the
presents?” Never, if you keep pulling my
shirt. Now go play you snotty-nosed little
drunk. Admit it, despite all the fun you
might have around Christmas time, family reunions can be a struggle. We at The
Mariner decided it was our duty to help
you prepare for what still is to a lot of
people the most traumatic time of the
year. Merry Christmas!
Continued on page 6 ...

About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France.
FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students, for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

H

i sailors,

In your last edition, the article written by Fiona Zhou
about the student experience drew
my attention. She mentionned the
“Tandem” exchanges, which I had
never heard about, and I would like
to contact this association if you could
please give me an address. At the moment, I am studying English in L3
LLCE and face difficulties because
my English is not fluent enough. Since
I never spent more than ten days in an
English-speaking country and can’t
go abroad right now, I’d really like
to meet a native English-speaker to
improve my skills; in return, I could
help him/her in French if he/she
wants me to.
Thank you very much,
Bérangère

The 		

Hey Bérangère,

This is Fiona Zhou. It’s very nice to
receive your letter. Thanks for reading
our newspaper.

About the info of the “tandem” - actually, it’s a program through the association named “EIMA.” And the office of
EIMA is in l’Arche, on the first floor.
Once you are in l’Arche, just look up, and
you can see an office which is decorated
with some flags and posters. It’s there.

The office and reception of EIMA is
usually open from 11:00 am till 4 or
5:00 pm everyday. But I suggest you
go there around midday since there are
always a lot of people there for lunch.
I hope this reply helps you. Good luck!

Cheers,

Fiona Zhou
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The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan with the help
of André C. Valente and Alex Herpe and proudly
funded by the Université de Toulouse since 2010.
The Mariner takes its journalistic responsibilities very
seriously. The Mariner’s masthead was designed by
the talented Florent Guth, and other contributors
are credited as they appear. The Mariner would also
like to thank Dave Finkbrau for his help, and all the
Finkbraus that helped in the creation of the Mariner.

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews
Twitter: @themarinernews

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

Join the Mariner

It’s easy. Just send us an email:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Actual News
You Can Block that Shit:

Budget Vote Sparks Protest

T

he Mirail kicked it old-school
Tuesday, December 3, with pushing and shoving and tensions running high, as the Conseil d’Administration
agreed to next year’s budget while students
protested outside in an unsuccessful attempt to stop the vote.

by Paul Scanlan, M1

The protestors, a loosely organized group
calling themselves “Comité de Mobilisation
du Mirail,” arrived early in the morning to
to sound their rejection of the austeritylevel 2014 budget set by the Ministry in
Paris. Their goal was “to stop the CA,
stop the vote and stop this budget being
adopted” said Kevin, M1 Classics, one of
the protestors. Robin, L3 History, argued
this would “apply pressure on the ministry
to force them to commit more money” to
A protestor climbed a section of fence to say “Hi” to the CA. Photo : Mariner
the Mirail. “About 20 of us entered the
Admin building.”
Video shot by protestors didn’t show any- a security guard came and told him to
The budget is “totally unacceptable,” said thing worse than some angry words from get down, Jordan helped the guard carry
the fence back into place. He explained
Kevin. Protestors predicted increased class a security guard.
sizes, and the closure of certain sections if There were no injuries or damage during he knew the security guards from when
he helped organize the Art’e Fac festival
it passed.
the protest, “but there could have been,”
earlier this year “When I see those guys we
Jordan, M2 Geography, said “After an Mr. Samazan said, before interrupting the shake hands. It’s nothing against them. It
hour of negotiation they accepted a del- interview when a “Blurred Lines” ring tone was against the Administration. I couldn’t
egation of 5 or 6 people who went up to sounded on his cell phone.
just tell him to go screw himself!”
the CA. The problem is they didn’t really “Making noise protesting? Fine. But you
listen. That’s not what we were hoping for.” can’t put yourself in danger,” he said, men- It’s an unusual situation with the Mirail
security, he admitted. After the protest “we
This led to some tense moments with se- tioning one student who tried to climb on joke around together, have a coffee.” At
curity guards, who prevented the students the roof. “There’s a mob effect” which can this stage of events the security team and
from re-entering the administration cause people “to lose self-control.”
protestors were determined but respectful.
building.
Prevented from entering, the protestors
The CA approved the budget, or ‘DGF’
“We tried to enter non-violently but with changed tactics. They made a tour of the (Dotation Globale de Fonctionnement), 11
force. One security guard was “airly violent campus encouraging other students to join votes to 7 with 3 abstentions. The vote was
- he gave some kicks. One girl got pushed the protest.
held several hours earlier than scheduled
against a wall,” Jordan said.
Their number swelled to around 100, and due to the protests. CA members and adRobin said a security guard threatened to students proceeded to bang on a variety min staff were unable to leave the building
of improvised noise makers. One young during the protest.
set his guard dog on the students.
woman was seen knocking a paint roller
Students appeared to blame what they against a broken plastic lampshade.
called “private security guards” as opposed
Melanie & Laure, L3 Psychology, said what does it mean for you?
to the usual Mirail agents de sécurité.
they had no idea about the CA or the
Marc Samazan, the head of the Mirail’s budget issues. “We heard the noise [of the more on the mirail’s budget
troubles in january ’s mariner.
Hygiene and Security service was reluctant protest], so we followed them.”
to comment, saying his team is somewhat
caught in the middle during events like “We’ll go to the AG to get more info. But
Get involved! For more info:
there are so many tracts” at the Mirail.
these.
Mr. Samazan explained that the Mirail Some students threw mud at the windows Assemblée Generale:
has agents who are SSIAP (service de sé- of the meeting room where the CA was 17 December
curité incendie et d’assistance aux personnes) held. That didn’t work very well. Mud is Facebook Group:
who are a lot like firefighters. Then there hard to throw - and then you’ve got dirty Mobilisation Université Mirail
are Agents de sécurité: “their job is protec- hands, and maybe hair.
Email:
tion and security, so obviously they don’t Jordan tried to climb up on a section of
comite.mobilisation.mirail@gmail.com
respond like the SSIAP.”
fence to reach the 1st floor window. When

Mariner Contest

Competitive drunkenness : we can do better
by Alex Herpe, M1 FLE

F

rom frenetically texting our
ex-girlfriends or boyfriends
to starting a free newspaper
in English, alcohol sure makes us
do stupid things. But rarely do our
drunken exploits lead to world fame
and an Internet buzz. Last month,
however, two alcohol-related stories
went viral on the Web, and even
made their way to traditional media.

The first story took place in Bordeaux
and involved a llama named Serge. A
group of drunken men in their 20’s
decided to pay a visit to a local circus on their way back from the club.
After playing around the circus ring
and taking selfies with various animals, the intoxicated friends decided
to borrow the circus llama – which
they said was really soft and had gotten plenty of hugs by then. The group
and their new animal friend went on
a walk through downtown Bordeaux,
taking pictures here and there and
posting them on social networks.
“He looked happy and proud,” says a
member of the group in an interview
in Sud Ouest. “People were both surprised and amused.” The young men
eventually got arrested taking the
tram with Serge, after
the driver had noticed
the animal, ordered the
evacuation of the tram
and called security. The
buzz and social media
support was such that
the llama’s owner ended
up dropping charges
against the group of
friends. The number of
visitors to its circus significantly increased, and
Serge is now a famous
llama.

The second story involves Luke
Harding, a 19-year-old English kid
who, after a night out at the pubs in
Manchester, woke up in Paris, in one
of Charles de Gaulle Airport’s public toilet cubicles. Back in England,
wasted Luke had called a taxi to get
home. Going through his pockets,
he found his passport, which he had
been using for ID, and an app on his
phone saying something about cheap
flights to Paris, he says in an interview
to the Daily Mail. He then ordered
the cab driver to drop him off at the
Manchester airport. “I decided the
best thing to do was to book a flight
to see the Eiffel tower. It was a spur
of the moment thing and seemed like
a good idea at the time.” We’ve all
had that feeling Luke. Waiting for
his next flight home, Luke walked
around the streets of the French
capital, taking blurry selfies in front
of the Eiffel Tower or the Arc de
Triomphe, and eating croissants to
help with the hangover. Luke said he
would not use his passport as an ID
to go clubbing again, which probably
was not the most obvious lesson to
learn from his adventure.

Serge and his tipsy night buddies - Courtesy of the llama.

Get drunk!

Do something stupid!

Get a free Mariner shirt!

Send your photos or videos to us at
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
or on Facebook!

Luke, happy to be hungover in Paris.

What about Toulouse ?
Obviously these dudes from Bordeaux stealing our
spot of coolest drinking city in the world is not cool
with the Mariner crew. Not to mention the British looking crazier than us. Where have you been
Toulouse students? Where is our Internet buzz?
Here are a couple of ideas to get you started... Send
us your pictures and your drunk stories, and we will
make sure you get the buzz you deserve, and free
official mariner shirts for our favorites!
Steal an A380 - How hard could that be?
Airbus people also like to party.
Rumor has it that Paul Sabatier university
has lab monkeys. Monkeys seldom say no
to a drink, and are way cooler than llamas.
Wrestle a giant silure (it’s a huge catfish) in
the Garonne. Because alcohol said so, and
it was looking at you funny.
Borrow a boat on the Canal du Midi. Wake
up in Montpellier, or Bordeaux, or crash it
against the first lock.
Throw a party in one of the holes in the
Pont Neuf.
The Cité de l’Espace has a replica of the Mir
space station: Mir Cosmodacha! Bring
the vodka, and you know what to do.
Za zdrovje!
Launch a Metro-line party. We don’t see
enough of those around here. The occitan
voice will surely add an exotic touch.
Follow the St Jacques de Compostelle trail
signs in the streets of Toulouse, and see how
far you can go. For extra fun, go naked.
Blow up a chemical factory: always a winner
among locals!

Personal Narrative

Christmas in Vegas!!1

Y

ou guys should meet my brother Mike. Seriously. That guy
is crazy!!

This one time he almost missed
Christmas! He wanted to go down to
Las Vegas with some of his buddies
to go to some beer convention or
something, and Mom was like “Don’t
miss Christmas again” and Mike
was like “Dude, I promise” and so
he gets on a plane but I saw that
little twinkle in his eye and I knew
he’d find some fun.

by Dave Finkbrau, L?

Apparently it started out ok - Mike
says some guys even offered him
a beer-taster job, but he can’t remember which company it was. His
buddies told me that some prostitute offered to tie his shoes for
him cause he kept falling over, but
he doesn’t remember that either.
Anyway, the last day of the conference he got arrested for peeing on
a cowboy! I mean who does that,
right!? To be fair, it sounds like he
was pretty wasted. He said that
morning they discovered how to
turn jell-o shots into ice cubes to
keep beer cold, and they’re gonna
get a patent or something but before that they went to celebrate.
Anyway next thing you know there’s
this cowboy with a wet leg, and so
the cops make him sleep in this little
room with a toilet but no seat until
he’s sober, right, which in his case is
like 4 days. So the cops would come
and check on him, and the first was
like: “hey, aren’t you the kid that fell
off the trapeze at Circus Circus a
few years ago?” and Mike was like
“yeah, and..?” and the next comes
and is like: “how do you think the

Dave Finkbrau is the Mariner’s Legal Advisor

cowboy feels” and Mike’s like “wet.”
LOL! And then the last was like the
sergeant or something and is like
“well how are you gonna change your
attitude” and Mike’s like “what attitude?” and the guy looks at him
with this real evil eye and so Mike
says “ok, I promise I’ll never use
jell-o shots as ice cubes again” and
so they let him go and he has like
20 minutes to get to the airport but
instead of going there directly he
stops at a bar for a freedom beer!!!
and luckily his plane was a little delayed and so he made it home just in
time for our World-Famous Eggnog
and then I blacked out.
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Civilization:

British Monarchs, 1066-present:

WWHSMHRJHEEERHHHEERHHEJMEJCORCJWAGGGGWVEGEGE
American Presidents:

WAJMMAJVHTPTFPBLJGHGACHCMRTWHCHRTEKJNFCRBCBO
English Grammar
Present simple:
I imagine my classmates naked.
(Habitual, often.)
Present continuous:
I am imagining my classmates naked.
(Currently happening!)

You should have let me go to
the bathroom...

Vowels

It’s a feminine issue. (Works
for anyone - trust us.)

see

But I really need to go.

s

Emergency phrases:

Consonants

May I go to the bathroom,
please?

Official Mariner Cheat Sheet - all the answers you’ll ever need for the upcoming exams...
Now with
built-in
Prof-Proof
Camouflage!

Parts of speech:
Nouns:
She spoke with lamprophony.
Verbs:
He impignorated his golfclubs.
Adjectives:
It was quite erinaceous.
Adverbs:
He explained it pauciloquently.
Prepositions:
She found them betwixt the seats.
Pronouns:
I alrady gave it to yinz.

Literary Theory:
For the:		
the world is made of:
Formalists		 words
Marxists		money
Psychoanalysts		
penises
Existentialists		
me
Structuralists		
signs
Feminists		 penises
Deconstructionists
?
Post-Colonialists		
cheap electronics
Reception Theorists

you

You Can Hack That Shit

How to survive Christmas with your family

Continued from page 1...
Some of your family members haven’t seen you in a year and are dying to compare
their own awesome lives or their kids’ successes with your pathetic existence – a
practice also known as Asking how you have been doing. This generally represents
a fair amount of Christmas struggling time (C.S.T.), and tends to take place
from the beginning, right after the usual greetings involving hellos and outdoor
temperatures. Be prepared: have a mentally ready summary of what you are going
to tell people. You want your story to be short, but to satisfy their curiosity. Be
positive. You might not be convinced by your LEA license or your last internship,
but they do not want to hear that. Everything is going well, it is great, you like what
you are studying and you are learning a lot. Exit strategy: Ask your interlocutor
how they have been doing. That’s usually what they are waiting for anyway.
When asked what it is again that you study, simplify the name of your diploma,
and add that it is fascinating (e.g.: I study languages, it’s really fascinating). Telling
people exams are coming up right after break should also add some compassion.
Compassion is always good. Exit strategy: if the enquiries on your studies are
taking too long, say that exam period is really putting you under a lot of pressure,
and you want to enjoy your break while you still can. The message should be clear.

“I am not racist, but…” Tonton Bernard had a wonderful time in Alger with the
‘Club Med’ last summer, only he thought there were too many Arabs. Just like
here. After a few bottles of wine, somewhere between cheese and desert, the FN’s
popularity in opinion polls slowly start to make more sense. You can act like you
did not really hear Tonton Bernard, just like the rest of the table, or confront
him with his ignorance. Needless to say where the Mariner stands on that point.
You can stop bugging Tonton Bernard when your mom gives you that look or
when someone brings desert. Exit strategy: before things get too intense, involve
grandma in the conversation. She will remind everyone of how things used to be
much better and now everything is much worse. Also, Tonton Bernard will most
likely not want to argue with his mother/mother-in-law.
Finally, Christmas dinner in France requires some serious eating skills. The key
is moderation. Say no to the 4th serving of foie gras if you want to try every desert.
If room is lacking, unswallowing is always an option, although not especially classy.

Cut Here

by Alex Herpe, M1 FLE

Key to staying entertained
Announce “I’m gay!” right when the
champagne pops.
Constantly refill grandma’s glass.
Drunk geriatrics = hilarious.
Ask your recently divorced cousin
why his wife couldn’t make it. “Oh,
is she spending Xmas with...him?”
Convince kids that Santa just
crashed, and there will be no present. Teach the phrase “3rd degree
burns to 80% of the body.”
Loudly and repeatedly inform people
that the Magus was named “Hor.”
Youtube: “Thistlehair the Christmas
Bear.” Play on repeat.

Prostitutes

Sex out of the City:
				Prostitution and restriction

by Laure Malorgio, M1 English

S

o France has taken a new step against
prostitution: deputies recently voted
for a bill that penalises anyone paying
for sex. Buying services from sex workers
will soon become much more expensive,
as customers will have to pay a 1500€ fine
when caught by the police (and that’s just
the newbies’ discount, the second time
you’ll be fined 3750€.) Happily, France did
not chose to follow the Greek example where the government threatens to publish
pictures of customers if they’re caught etiquette being of great importance in
French culture.

Now why do some people choose to work
in prostitution? Well, here are some possible reasons, based on an interview with
Emma, a sex worker, who kindly accepted
to share her feelings and experiences concerning her job. (Yes, consensual prostitution is a job, and it IS legal. With taxes
and everything. Yep.)
It is true that you could choose another
profession, something far less tiring and
dirty like working in a fast-food restaurant
or a supermarket, in a factory or a delivery service, just like Emma used to. That
would be much safer, because fast-food
customers and managers are all nice and
polite, they don’t exploit you, and lifting

Sex workers protested at Place Belfort, Toulouse against the new bill outlawing Johns. Photo: Armando

a wardrobe to the 4th floor of a building
without an elevator is absolutely harmless,
as long as you’re fit enough (Hear that,
fatty? Go back to the gym). But hey, no
pain no gain, and if you really want to
become a happy, morally irreproachable
family builder, you won’t mind sacrificing
of a couple of vertebrae.
So customers will have to find a new hobby
(I advise curling, let’s be original and fun!)
And for the brave and fearless few that will
keep on buying sexual services, they will be
well rewarded for their courage. Thanks to
the greater insecurity of sex workers, says
Emma, who will have to practice outside
of the cities, in dark woods or other nice
and safe places like that. Customers will
be able to negotiate cheaper prices, and, if
they’re really lucky, get to have unprotected
sex. (Who still cares about HIV in 2013,
huh?) But fear not, French mate, the law
will soon clean up town centers again, and
at last, prostitutes will stop threatening
you with their dildos every time you walk
down the street to go to the supermarket.
Phew!

by mafia pimps to sell their bodies unwillingly and/or not get to keep the money for
themselves. To these stubborn people, one
may answer: if you had watched Taken, you
would know that Liam Neeson is already
taking the heavy responsability of freeing
these poor souls from their nightmare, and
may I say, not in a gentle way. (Who needs
words when one has a Kalashnikov??)

If foreign sex workers agree to stop working, French policy is to provide them with
11 euros per day for 6 months, so as to find
a place to live, buy food, and raise their
children if they have any. This meager pay
is still considered a better way to earn a
living than prostitution. In contrast, online
sex workers like Emma can earn around
150 to 200 euros per hour... just sayin’.

But guess what? Prostitution will not
disappear because of this law; it will only
make it more difficult to practice. What
will fade away, however, is the safety of
sex workers, who will have no choice
but to work with fewer legal protections
- meaning increased risks of abuse, nonconsensual sexual intercourse and lower
Some fools who, for obscure reasons, actu- standards of living. Just because you cannot
ally support sex workers’ rights, may argue see something anymore, doesn’t mean it’s
that this law will reinforce networks of for- gone.
eign prostitutes, many of whom are forced

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment: Blinking lights OD

L

ast weekend I was
look ing
for some Christmas cheer so I
walked down to
the Christmas
markets. Hallmark moment,
here I come! The
lack of sunlight
was attacking
my mood so to pump myself up I was
kicking a can all over the place, singing a
Smiths song in my head.
After a wee while I arrived at my first stop,
the hipster market located at Toulouse’s
Ground Zero of swag - Place ArnaudBernard. I got myself a hot punch (only 2€,
sweet!) and started my tour of
the market. I was surprised to
see that there was still Aleppo
soap - I thought the war
would have stopped production, but apparently not. War
didn’t stop the poppy trade
in Kandahar, either. Soap or
dope, the invisible hand will
get you your fix.

owns the wickedest painted bus. Then it
started to get dark I decided to change the
mood and I moved to the other Christmas
market.

When I reached Place du Capitole I was
first surprised by the number of people
there. It was as if someone was offering free vin chaud in the middle of the
square. I took a deep breath to keep my
composure and let myself get caught in
the current of the crowd that moved in a
slow choreographed motion. It created a
sort of two-way flow between the stands.
I overheard some priceless dialogue while
I was trapped in the crowd such as the
daddish “Oh boy, that place is pricy”; the
absurd conversation from a we-are-donetalking-but-let’s-talk-a-little-more group
who improvise a debate about where and
when they witnessed the most “Hey kids, there’s no razorblade in my candy cane.”
monstrous Christmas market. BTW it’s too bad that the market did not
Apparently it was in Brussels. start earlier for our Spanish friends who
Then there was the classic give their “regalos” on St Nicolas day...Not!
mum vs child argument:
There in the center of the market, from the
“I want a waffle!”
middle of the neon bright maze I’d been
dragged to, I witnessed the visual equiva“You had a snack not an hour
lent of hearing a cover of “Desolation Row”
ago.”
performed by a band drunk on pumpkin
schnapps and playing on instruments made
“But I’m hungryyyyyy!”
of leftovers from a Thanksgiving dinner. At
My eyes were dazed and con- that moment I knew that I’d had enough
fused by the amount of junk and I needed to get out of there.
supposed to make a perfect Christmas
gift. I think it is impossible to get a good On my way back I wandered down Alsacebargain at Capitole Christmas Market Lorraine and I thought about the Christbecause each stand has to pay the Mairie mas lights then I looked up and I realized
6,000€ to be there (it costs 80€ at Arno-B). that I forgot how ugly they were.

It was the
equivalent
of hearing
“Desolation
Row” by a
band drunk
on pumpkin
schnapps

Despite being what I often
think of as a socially challenged person, I quickly managed to mingle with the crowd. In less than
an hour I learnt about an association which
helps people in the Himalayas. Their stand
was a yurt - a real one. I chatted with
an actor from a theater company which

Come Caroling With Us!

Join us in singing*
Christmas songs to
strangers in bars, as we
drink in the Holiday
spirits
together.
Hspirits
together.

Thursday
Dec. 19, 8pm
RDV Place du Cap
Look for the event on Facebook
* Don’t worry if you can’t sing... we can’t either

